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Spring Arts Celebration and new
department name; a new CommLab;
Dale Bremmer retirement; Digital-only
summer edition of Echoes.

Spring Arts Celebration Honors New Department
Name

Introducing the CommLab
In December 2018, the Rose-Hulman CommLab officially opened in the BIC. Made
possible by a grant from the Emory M. and Geraldine C. Ford Foundation, the CommLab
offers peer writing and communication tutoring to Rose-Hulman competition teams. As
part of scored events, competition teams like Concrete Canoe and the Human Powered
Vehicle Team create design reports, presentations, posters, and safety documentation.
Now, these teams can meet with CommLab Fellows—five engineering students who have
been trained to read and respond to technical writing and to act as an audience for
technical presentations.
During the fall quarter, the CommLab Fellows conducted twenty-one interviews with
competition team members and advisers to learn more about the teams' communication
needs. The Fellows traveled to South Padre Island and presented the results of their
research at a poster session at the National Conference on Peer Tutoring in Writing.
Despite only being open for a few weeks, during winter quarter the CommLab held
workshops and individual appointments that reached four different competition teams.
During the spring, the CommLab expanded its services to include students preparing
posters and presentations for IPROP and the Rose Show.
The Rose-Hulman CommLab is unique among writing centers because it is embedded in
a makerspace. The goal of the CommLab is to bring writing into a technical space and to
encourage students to think of communication as essential to their identities as engineers
and scientists.
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We welcome your feedback, so please
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"The calling of the humanities is to make us truly human in the best sense of the word."
~J. Irwin Miller

